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Certified has expanded its offerings to include a wide selection of trees, shrubs and perennials.
Certified Nurseries™ boasts a rich legacy, spanning nearly 75 years in the art of cultivating garden roses.

Originally established in 1949 as Cooperative Rose Growers, the company comprised 50 dedicated rose growers in East Texas, alongside its processing facility in Tyler.

Our diverse offering of award-winning roses, trees and plants can be found in over 5,000 retail outlets throughout the U.S., Canada and Puerto Rico including independent garden centers, hardware stores and mass merchandisers.

Beyond our acclaimed roses, Certified has expanded its offerings to include a wide selection of trees, shrubs and perennials — from fruit trees and berries to crape myrtle trees, renowned for their rapid growth, distinctive foliage, stunning color and drought tolerance.
At Certified Nurseries™, we take pride in growing excellence across every aspect of our business. In addition to award-winning roses, we offer a wide variety of fruit trees, ornamental trees, shade trees, crape myrtles, perennials and more. Every plant is container-grown, ensuring a strong root system and producing a hearty plant that customers can have confidence in when it's time to plant in their yard or display on their patio.
Established in 1980, our tree farm (formerly Ran-Pro Farms) started as a family venture on a 150-acre nursery.

Since then, we’ve grown into a thriving business spanning 280 acres complete with an extensive array of greenhouses and innovative outdoor production which allows us to continuously adapt to industry shifts and challenges.

Throughout our journey, innovation has driven our success, from developing drip irrigation systems to enhancing potting techniques. Our liner program features a diverse range of plug liners, including tray liners and three-gallon liners that offer consistency in plant shape, size and quality. Looking ahead, we plan to expand our tree offerings, diversify our perennial program, and embrace contract growing initiatives to ensure continued success for independent garden centers and gardeners alike.

We take pride in growing excellence.
For over 75 years, Certified Nurseries™ has been committed to delivering exceptional, state-of-the-art roses through our extensive breeder network.

Our longstanding partnerships with the world’s leading rose breeders allow us to offer customers award-winning plants recognized for their beauty, health and resilience.

The team at Certified works closely with our growing network of breeders and hybridizers to bring the next generation of roses to home gardeners. We work tirelessly to identify extraordinary new varieties that possess essential attributes such as beauty, fragrance, vigor, resilience and disease resistance.

Each year, we carefully assess hundreds of new varieties with the goal of delivering the right genetics to regions throughout the U.S. Our stringent standards ensure that new introductions undergo thorough evaluations in a wide range of climates.

Certified’s trial gardens serve as testing ground for our extensive line of roses, plants and trees. Our gardens were designed to assess factors like growth patterns, disease resistance and overall performance. Our trials involve careful observation and data collection on aspects such as plant growth and habit, flowering characteristics and disease resistance. Information gathered from our trials ensures we’re delivering plants that are both beautiful and resilient to home gardeners.

Proven in our gardens to flourish in yours.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CERTIFIED™ BREEDERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DELBARD ROSES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERPLANT ROSES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J&amp;J ROSE PRODUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIRP INTERNATIONAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.800.527.8708
Finally, a rose as lush and beautiful as it is easy to grow.

With True Bloom Roses®, we use our revolutionary rose breeding process to combine the best features of hybrid tea flowering roses with disease-resistant shrub roses. Once plants are trialed at the breeding station for performance, they undergo years of trialing all over the United States to ensure they live up to our expectation of superior quality.

**True Love™**

- **cv. 'ALTcaptain' PP#31,575**
- Very full deep red blooms appear in masses all season long! A low-maintenance, easy care rose. Compact growth habit is a superb choice for beds, edging or even containers.
- **Height/Habit:** 1.5-2' h x 2' w; compact
- **Bloom/Petals:** 2-3” medium, very full; 41+
- **Foliage:** Dark green, glossy
- **Fragrance:** None
- **Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9

Blooming with innovation.
TRUE GRATITUDE

Shrub cv. 'LIMkiss' PP#28,929

Large vibrant magenta blooms appear in masses all season long! A low-maintenance, easy care rose. Shrubby climber can be used on a small trellis, on a fence or keep pruned as a bed accent or container plant.

Height/Habit: Climbing canes to 6'h x 4'w
Blooms/Petals: Large, very double in clusters; 20-30
Foliage: Medium green, semi-glossy
Fragrance: Strong spice
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 9

TRUE FRIENDSHIP™

Shrub cv. ‘AA168Y’ PP#31073

Sweetly fragrant, sunny yellow blooms that appear in masses all season long! A low-maintenance, easy care rose. Compact growth habit is a superb choice for beds, edging or even containers.

Height/Habit: 3'h x 3'w; compact
Blooms/Petals: 3” double; 35-40
Foliage: Glossy green
Fragrance: Medium sweet
Hardiness Zones: 5 to 9

TRUE SINCERITY™

Shrub cv. ‘P9370B’ PPAF

Delightful yellow petals with pink shaded edges and a mild sweet fragrance appear in masses all season long! A low-maintenance, easy care rose. Compact growth habit is a superb choice for beds, edging or even containers.

Height/Habit: 3'h x 3'w; compact
Blooms/Petals: 4” large; 30+
Foliage: Light green, glossy
Fragrance: Mild sweet
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 9

TRUE PASSION™

Shrub cv. ‘AA087P’ PP#28928

Richly orange-red colored blooms with a slight peppery fragrance appear in masses all season long! A low-maintenance, easy care rose. Compact growth habit is a superb choice for beds, edging or even containers.

Height/Habit: 5’ h x 3’ w, upright
Blooms/Petals: 4” large; 30+
Foliage: Semi-glossy, medium green
Fragrance: Mild peppery
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 9

TRUE INSPIRATION™

Shrub cv. ‘P9122P’ PP#31791

Pink, peony-like blooms with a moderately pleasant, peppery aroma appear in masses all season long! A low-maintenance, easy care rose. Compact growth habit is a superb choice for beds, edging or even containers.

Height/Habit: 5’h x 3’w; upright
Blooms/Petals: 4” large; 45-50 double
Foliage: Semi-glossy, medium green
Fragrance: Medium peppery
Hardiness Zones: 5 to 9

TRUE SPIRIT

Shrub cv. ‘CSR037R’ PPAF

Rich, ruffled red blooms with a moderately peppery aroma appear in masses all season long! A low-maintenance, easy care rose. Compact growth habit is a superb choice for beds, edging or even containers.

Height/Habit: 3’h x 3’w; compact
Blooms/Petals: 4” large; 50+
Foliage: Dark green, glossy
Fragrance: Moderate peppery
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 9
HYBRID TEAS are the classic rose with large blooms and long, elegant stems. These plants are hardy with a good ability for repeat-flowering. Due to their elegant form and large variety of colors, hybrid teas are the largest and most popular group of rose.

GRANDIFLORAS produce full-blossomed flowers growing on tall hardy bushes, with clusters of up to seven large blooms on 3-to-5-foot-long canes. Some varieties may reach 10 feet in height, while still retaining their rounded, bush-like habit.

Beautiful bouquets and lavish garden blooms.
ARIZONA

cv. ‘Werina’

Reminiscent of a desert sunset, the colors of each bloom range from golden bronze to orangey yellow, with touches of pink kissing the petal edges. Colors are richer in cooler climates.

Height/Habit: Tall; Upright, vigorous
Bloom/Petals: Medium high-centered; 25-30 reflexed
Foliage: Emerald green, glossy, leathery
Fragrance: Intense sweet
Hardiness Zones: 4 to 9

AVANT GARDE™

cv. ‘DELgramat’ PPAF

Large, pointed buds open to reveal uniquely colored blooms striped and flecked with red, white and pink. Each distinct blossom provides stunning color to the garden or vase. Great rose for cutting and showing off!

Height/Habit: 5’ h x 3’ w, upright
Bloom/Petals: 5” Large; 30-40
Foliage: Dark green, leathery
Fragrance: Mild
Hardiness Zones: 5 to 9

BEAUTIFUL DAY™

cv. ‘FRYtropic’

Monstrous buds open into humongous blossoms of dreamy delectable apricot held on strong long stems. A true Hybrid Tea. The vigorous upright plant clothed with large medium green leaves makes an attractive addition to any garden.

Height/Habit: Tall, 4-5’
Bloom/Petals: Large, 5-6” diameter; 35 petal count
Foliage: Leather, glossy green
Fragrance: Fruity
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 9

BLACK MAGIC™

cv. ‘TANkalcig’

Black Magic can be used for cut flower production or garden use. The bloom is a very dark red, and has a high-centered form.

Height/Habit: 7’ h x 4’ w
Bloom/Petals: Large; full 30-40
Foliage: Glossy, dark green
Fragrance: Mild to sweet
Hardiness Zones: 7 to 9

BLUE GIRL

cv. ‘KORgi’ PPAF

A proven favorite with rosarians, this exhibition-form silvery lilac-lavender rose is one of the best performing lavenders available. Very disease resistant.

Height/Habit: 3-5’ h x 4’ w; Bushy, vigorous
Bloom/Petals: 5.5”; 35-40
Foliage: Large, deep green
Fragrance: Moderate fruity
Hardiness Zones: 4 to 9

BROADWAY

cv. ‘BURYway’

Broadway’s blooms are a theatrical blend of golden yellow petals and heavily flushed reddish pink margins; but in the spotlight of the sun, the color will deepen. The exhibition-form flowers have high centers, making them good for cutting.

Height/Habit: Medium-tall; Upright, vigorous
Bloom/Petals: 4-4.5” high-centered; 30-35 reflexed
Foliage: Medium, dark, semi-glossy
Fragrance: Strong spice & damask
Hardiness Zones: 5 to 9
HYBRID TEA & GRANDIFLORA ROSES

**CATHEDRAL BELLS™**
Grandiflora
cv. ‘DELamo’
Supremely luscious, very full and cupped pink blooms with a strong fragrance of anise and lavender delight in the garden. Vigorous growth habit and an upright, arching form with good disease resistance. Use with a trellis in containers or along fences.

- **Height/Habit:** 3-4’; upright, slightly spreading
- **Bloom/Petals:** Large, cupped; full 41+ petals
- **Foliage:** Dark green, leathery
- **Fragrance:** Strong anise
- **Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9

**CHICAGO PEACE**
Hybrid Tea
cv. ‘JOHnago’
Similar to its parent, Peace, but more colorful. The exhibition-form flowers, borne mostly singly, have phlox-pink petals with a canary yellow to copper base.

- **Height/Habit:** Tall; Upright
- **Bloom/Petals:** 5-5.5” high-centered; 50-60 reflexed
- **Foliage:** Dark, glossy, leathery
- **Fragrance:** Light
- **Hardiness Zones:** 7 to 9

**CHRYSLER IMPERIAL**
Hybrid Tea
This commanding rose made a sensational debut in 1952, and it has since become a true classic among long-stemmed red roses. Its long pointed buds develop into extra large exhibition-form blooms that are velvety dark red - perfect for cutting.

- **Height/Habit:** 2.5-6’ h x 2-4’ w; Vigorous, compact
- **Bloom/Petals:** 4.5-5” high-centered; 45-50 reflexed
- **Foliage:** Dark, matte
- **Fragrance:** Intense damask rose
- **Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9

**COLOR MAGIC**
Hybrid Tea
cv. ‘JACmag’
It may seem an impossible feat, but each lovely bloom artfully exhibits a gradation of hues that appears to fully encompass the spectrum of pink colors - from the palest ivory-pink to the deepest rose, with salmon and apricot mixed in.

- **Height/Habit:** 4-6’ h x 3-4’ w; Upright
- **Bloom/Petals:** 5’ flat; 25-30 reflexed
- **Foliage:** Large, dark
- **Fragrance:** Intense fruity
- **Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9

**DELLA REESE™**
Hybrid Tea
cv. ‘WEKrorobluni’
This angelic rose displays large, full, heavenly scented blooms in shades of fuchsia and magenta. The blooms are borne singly on long stems adorned in glossy, dark green foliage and make outstanding cut flowers.

- **Height/Habit:** 4-5’; tall, upright
- **Bloom/Petals:** 4-5”; large, full; 26-40
- **Foliage:** Dark green, glossy
- **Fragrance:** Strong
- **Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9

**DICK CLARK**
Grandiflora
cv. ‘WEKfunk’ PP#23,455
Dick Clark puts on a show with a dazzling display of ever-changing color. Blooms begin as black-red buds, open in swirls of creamy centers and cherry pink margins, blush to burgundy, and finish dark red. Fragrant and easy to grow. Portland’s Best Grandiflora 2011.

- **Height/Habit:** 5’ h x 3-4’ w; Bushy, broadly rounded
- **Bloom/Petals:** 4-5’, 25-30
- **Foliage:** Dark, very glossy
- **Fragrance:** Moderate cinnamon spice
- **Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9
**DOLLY PARTON**
Hybrid Tea

Vibrant and voluptuous, Dolly Parton's extra large blossoms are luminous orange-red and long lasting. They're also endowed with an attractive fragrance.

- **Height/Habit:** 3-5' h x 4' w; Upright, broad
- **Bloom/Petals:** Very large high-centered; 35-40 reflexed
- **Foliage:** Large, medium green, semi-glossy
- **Fragrance:** Intense clove & rose
- **Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9

---

**DOUBLE DELIGHT**
Hybrid Tea
cv. 'ANDeli'

This immensely popular rose has won numerous awards, including the 1977 AARS, and was inducted into the WFRS Hall of Fame in 1985. The unique creamy white blooms blush strawberry red and have an intense spicy fragrance.

- **Height/Habit:** Medium; Upright, bushy, spreading
- **Bloom/Petals:** 5.5" high-centered; 30-35 reflexed
- **Foliage:** Large, deep green
- **Fragrance:** Strong spicy
- **Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9

---

**DREAM COME TRUE™**
Grandiflora
cv. 'WEKdocpot' PP#20,633

Pretty and playful, big and vigorous, this multi-colored rose, bearing golden yellow blooms that flirt with ruby red edges and blush to an all-ruby finish, is truly a dream come true for the garden.

- **Height/Habit:** Tall; Upright, bushy, vigorous
- **Bloom/Petals:** Large; 40
- **Foliage:** Dark, matte
- **Fragrance:** Mild tea
- **Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9

---

**EUPHORIA®**
Hybrid Tea
cv. 'IPB065013'

Beautiful, medium-sized, fully double flowers with fringed petals, colored in a mixture of cream, pink and apricot, with a green shining. Healthy and compact bush. Wonderful, free- and continuously flowering Hybrid-Tea. Excellent for groups, beds and cutting.

- **Height/Habit:** 1-2'; compact
- **Bloom/Petals:** Clusters, single bloom form
- **Foliage:** Medium green, glossy
- **Fragrance:** Mild
- **Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9

---

**FIRST PRIZE**
Hybrid Tea

First Prize lives up to its name by setting the standard for high-centered classical form. Its huge pointed buds spiral open like a fine ballerina in a costume of shimmering pinks. The large flowers are carried on stout long stems with tough leaves.

- **Height/Habit:** Medium-tall; Upright, vigorous
- **Bloom/Petals:** 5.5-6" high-centered; 25-30 reflexed
- **Foliage:** Large, dark, leathery
- **Fragrance:** Moderate tea
- **Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 9

---

**FOREVER YOURS™**
Hybrid Tea
cv. 'TAN08242'

This classic Hybrid Tea rose displays very impressive ample bright red blooms followed by an equally impressive secondary bloom. Perfect for superb flower arrangements. Compact and well-branched growth habit makes a wonderful decorative appearance in pots.

- **Height/Habit:** 5-7'; bushy, upright
- **Bloom/Petals:** 4-5'; fully double; 20-25
- **Foliage:** Dark green
- **Fragrance:** Moderate
- **Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9
HYBRID TEA & GRANDIFLORA ROSES

FRAGRANT CLOUD  Hybrid Tea
cv. ‘TANellis’
This beloved 1981 WFRS Hall-of-Famer was the world’s best-selling rose for several years after its unveiling. As the name implies, this rose is outstandingly fragrant. Its flowers are very well formed and are an unusual coral to geranium-red.

Height/Habit: Medium; Upright, vigorous
Bloom/Petals: 5” high-centered; 25-30 reflexed
Foliage: Dark, glossy
Fragrance: Intense damask, fruity, spicy, citrus
Hardiness Zones: 4 to 9

FRAGRANT PLUM  Grandiflora
cv. ‘AROplumi’
Abundant, large, double flowers named for their enchanting shades of plum-purple with darker, smoky purple-edged petals and a delightful, fruity fragrance. These aromatic beauties are backed by deep green foliage on long stems well-suited for use in cut flower arrangements. Vigorous and disease resistant.

Height/Habit: 4-5’; upright
Bloom/Petals: 4-5”; double; 20-25
Foliage: Deep green
Fragrance: Strong, fruity
Hardiness Zones: 7 to 10

GARDEN PARTY  Hybrid Tea
You would hardly expect the offspring of high-performance parents Peace and Charlotte Armstrong to be a slacker, and this rose does not disappoint. The color of the exhibition-form blooms, ivory to white flushed with pink, is a paler, softer version of Peace.

Height/Habit: Bushy, vigorous
Bloom/Petals: 4-5’ high-centered; 28 reflexed
Foliage: Large, grey-green, semi-glossy
Fragrance: Light
Hardiness Zones: 7 to 9

GIVENCHY ™  Hybrid Tea
cv. ‘AROdousna’
Large-flowered Hybrid Tea with red blend that blooms in flushes throughout the season. Each flower has approximately 30 petals with multiple blooms per stem. Exceptional, spicy fragrance.

Height/Habit: 4’ to 5’ h x 4’ w
Bloom/Petals: 30 petals
Foliage: Light green
Fragrance: Spice
Hardiness Zones: 7 to 10

GOLD GLOW  Hybrid Tea
An all-time favorite, Gold Glow is a huge free-flowering bush full of ruffled bright yellow blooms that open like double dahlias and contain up to 120 petals.

Height/Habit: 3-4’; Upright, vigorous
Bloom/Petals: 3.5-4” rosette; 100+ ruffled
Foliage: Dark, glossy, leathery
Fragrance: Moderate
Hardiness Zones: 5 to 9

GOLD MEDAL  Grandiflora
cv. ‘AROyqueli’
The plump pointed buds on this bush open into blooms of deep golden yellow with flushed orange-red tips. Performs well in the heat. Disease resistant.

Height/Habit: Very tall; Upright, bushy, vigorous
Bloom/Petals: 4-5” high-centered; 30-35 reflexed
Foliage: Large, dark
Fragrance: Light fruity
Hardiness Zones: 5 to 9
**GRANADA**  
*Hybrid Tea*

This rose is a perfect combination of beauty and fragrance. Its blooms are a colorful blend of rose, orange, nasturtium-red, and lemon yellow; and its bouquet is a lovely marriage of damask and spice.

**Height/Habit:** Tall; Upright, vigorous  
**Bloom/Petals:** 4-5" high-centered; 25-30 reflexed  
**Foliage:** Dark, leathery, crinkled  
**Fragrance:** Intense damask & spice  
**Hardiness Zones:** 7 to 9

---

**HEIRLOOM**  
*Hybrid Tea*  
*cv. 'Jacloom'*

This hybrid tea has inherited an endearing charm that never goes out of style. The magenta buds develop into deep lilac-purple blooms that have a wonderful perfume reminiscent of sweet raspberries and wine.

**Height/Habit:** 3-4'; Upright, vigorous  
**Bloom/Petals:** 4-5" cupped; 30-35 plain  
**Foliage:** Dark, leathery  
**Fragrance:** Intense sweet  
**Hardiness Zones:** 7 to 10

---

**HENRY FONDA**  
*Hybrid Tea*

A very popular selection, Henry Fonda displays intense, long lasting, deep yellow blooms borne on sturdy stems ideal for cutting. A very vigorous, disease resistant rose with handsome, contrasting, dark green foliage. Good choice for beds or containers.

**Height/Habit:** 5'; tall upright  
**Bloom/Petals:** 4.5"; large, double; 20-25  
**Foliage:** Deep green  
**Fragrance:** Light sweet  
**Hardiness Zones:** 7 to 10

---

**JOHN F. KENNEDY**  
*Hybrid Tea*

Borne on strong, vigorous stems, the elegant blooms are large and pure white, with a slight green tint in the early bud stage. Very fragrant for a white rose.

**Height/Habit:** Medium; Vigorous  
**Bloom/Petals:** 5-5.5" high-centered; 40-45 reflexed  
**Foliage:** Medium green, leathery  
**Fragrance:** Strong fruity  
**Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 11

---

**JULIE ANDREWS**  
*Hybrid Tea*  
*cv. 'DElluros'*

This exquisite rose bears masses of intense pink-fuchsia blooms with a bright yellow heart and an extraordinary perfume which is a mixture of anise, tarragon and rose. Selected as the “Most Beautiful Rose of the Century” at the International New Rose Competition in Lyon, this stunning and sturdy hybrid tea is sure to become as legendary as its namesake.

**Height/Habit:** 2-4'; upright, bushy  
**Bloom/Petals:** 4-5"; double; approx. 30  
**Foliage:** Dark green  
**Fragrance:** Strong  
**Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 9

---

**KORDES ® PERFECTA**  
*Hybrid Tea*  
*cv. 'KORalu'*

Kordes’ Perfecta lives up to its name with its symmetry of form, pleasing perfume, and eye-catching color. Each large creamy bloom is heavily flushed with crimson. The bush is suitable for hedges, beds, borders, cutting, and exhibition.

**Height/Habit:** Upright; vigorous  
**Bloom/Petals:** 4.5-" high-centered; 68 reflexed  
**Foliage:** Dark, glossy, leathery  
**Fragrance:** Intense  
**Hardiness Zones:** 7 to 9
LEAGERFELD™
cv. ‘AROlaqueli’

Large-flowered Grandiflora features 4 to 5-inch flowers that are a lavender-mauve blend and open with high centers. Plant blooms continuously through summer and autumn. Strong spicy-sweet fragrance.

Height/Habit: 30” to 5’ h x up to 4’ w
Bloom/Petals: 30 petals
Foliage: medium green
Fragrance: Strong
Hardiness Zones: 7 to 10

LEMONTINI™
cv. ‘KENlegacy’ PPAF

Bright creamy lemon-yellow flowers stand out against the dark, very glossy green leaves. Intensely fragrant blooms and great disease resistance makes Lemontini™ a must have for the garden!

Height/Habit: 4’ h x 2.5’ w; compact
Bloom/Petals: 5” large; 35-40
Foliage: Dark green, glossy
Fragrance: Intense lemon blossom and licorice
Hardiness Zones: 5 to 9

LOVE™
cv. ‘JACtwin’

A rose of striking color and classic form with a delicate, yet spicy, fragrance. The short pointed buds open to distinctive bicolor blooms that are bright scarlet with a silvery white reverse.

Height/Habit: 3.5’ h x 4’ w; Upright
Bloom/Petals: 3.5” high-centered; 35 reflexed
Foliage: Dark, glossy, red new growth
Fragrance: Light rose
Hardiness Zones: 5 to 10

LOVE & PEACE™
cv. ‘BAIpeace’

The harmonious shading - soft yellows and blushing pinks - of these generous blooms adds a touch of serenity to a garden or a bouquet.

Height/Habit: 4-5’, upright, bushy
Bloom/Petals: 5’ high-centered; 40+
Foliage: Medium, dark, glossy
Fragrance: Mild
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 9

MAUI SUNRISE

cv. ‘JALgoldenbeauty’

Heavenly fragrance and glowing color! Blooms show a magnificent blend of golden peach tipped in pink, changing colors with the weather. Petals drop clean when bloom is finished. Large, double-cupped and ruffled roses with healthy, glossy deep green foliage.

Height/Habit: 4’h x 3’w; dense
Bloom/Petals: Large, fully double
Foliage: Dark green, glossy
Fragrance: Citrus, vanilla and honey
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 9

MAURICE UTRILLO™
cv. ‘DELstavo’

Part of the popular Striped Roses Collection created by Georges Delbard Roses. Hybrid Tea bright red, brilliantly contrasted by vibrant slashes of yellow and cream.

Height/Habit: 3-4’; upright, bushy
Bloom/Petals: Double, 3-4 inch clusters
Foliage: Lush glossy green
Fragrance: Moderate
Hardiness Zones: 5 to 9
**HYBRID TEA & GRANDIFLORA ROSES**

**CERTIFIED™ INTRODUCTIONS**

**NEW OFFERINGS**

**FRAGRANT**

**OWN ROOT**

---

**MEDALLION**

Hybrid Tea

Big long pointed buds of golden apricot open into large blossoms of full sweet fragrance. Extremely vigorous plant has long, almost thornless stems with dark leathery leaves.

- **Height/Habit:** 4-5', upright
- **Bloom/Petals:** 7-8'; 25-35
- **Foliage:** Dark green
- **Fragrance:** Moderate fruity
- **Hardiness Zones:** 7 to 9

---

**MEREDITH**

Hybrid Tea

cv. 'WEKmeredoc'

The exquisitely well-formed, large, double, soft pastel pink flowers hold their color throughout the life of the flower. An enchanting, sweet rose fragrance perfumes the air around the plant or in cut flower arrangements. This hardy, disease resistant selection has an upright, rounded growth habit with long stems and semi-glossy foliage.

- **Height/Habit:** 3-4'; upright, rounded
- **Bloom/Petals:** 5-7”, double, approx. 30
- **Foliage:** Semi-glossy, medium green
- **Fragrance:** Strong, sweet rose
- **Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9

---

**MIDAS TOUCH™**

Hybrid Tea

cv. 'JACtou'

One of the hardiest yellow hybrid teas you'll find, and it really clings to the golden hues of its large exhibition form blooms with long-lasting color in all climates.

- **Height/Habit:** 4-5'; upright, bushy
- **Bloom/Petals:** 4" high-centered; 20-25 reflexed
- **Foliage:** Dark, semi-glossy
- **Fragrance:** Rich musk
- **Hardiness Zones:** 7 to 9

---

**MIKADO**

Hybrid Tea

cv. 'KOHsai'

A brilliant Asian beauty with luminous scarlet blooms suffused yellow at the base and on the reverse.

- **Height/Habit:** 4-5'; upright
- **Bloom/Petals:** 4.5-5" high-centered; 30-35 reflexed
- **Foliage:** Medium size, dark green, glossy
- **Fragrance:** Light
- **Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 10

---

**MISS ALL AMERICAN BEAUTY**

Hybrid Tea

cv. 'MEIdaud'

From the rosy pink complexion of the ample blooms to the pleasing bouquet and robust stems, this rose exudes health and vigor and is everything you would expect from an all-American beauty.

- **Height/Habit:** 3-5’ h x 4’ w; Bushy, vigorous
- **Bloom/Petals:** Large cupped; 55 reflexed
- **Foliage:** Leathery
- **Fragrance:** Intense
- **Hardiness Zones:** 7 to 9

---

**MISTER LINCOLN**

Hybrid Tea

Recognized as one of the all-time best reds, Mister Lincoln stands as tall and proud as the man himself. Its long pointed buds, borne one to a stem, open to large velvety red blooms that have a pleasing damask fragrance.

- **Height/Habit:** Tall; Upright, vigorous
- **Bloom/Petals:** 4.5-6” cupped; 35 reflexed
- **Foliage:** Dark, matte, leathery
- **Fragrance:** Intense damask rose
- **Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9

---
MOONLIGHT MAGIC
Hybrid Tea

These ruffled blossoms delicately whisper lavender and gently emit wisps of citrus fragrance. But don’t let the fragile appearance fool you because this bush is surprisingly hardy and disease resistant.

Height/Habit: 3-5' h x 3-5' w; Bushy
Bloom/Petals: Medium size; medium green, matte
Foliage: Medium
Fragrance: Light
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 10

NEW DAY
Hybrid Tea

cv. ‘KORgold’

A proven customer favorite, this disease resistant and winter hardy hybrid tea produces exceptional mimosa-yellow flowers that have good form and a spicy fragrance. Blooms continuously through the season.

Height/Habit: Upright
Bloom/Petals: 4-5' high-centered; 30 reflexed
Foliage: Large, light
Fragrance: Intense
Hardiness Zones: 7 to 9

NEW YEAR
Grandiflora

cv. ‘MACnewye’

New Year will make you happy with its festive clusters of blended clear Spanish orange and golden yellow blooms. But, its excellent disease resistance and dense bushy growth, which make it ideal in the garden, will make you want to celebrate, and its almost thornless stems won’t hurt either.

Height/Habit: Upright
Bloom/Petals: Medium high-centered; 20 reflexed
Foliage: Large, dark, glossy
Fragrance: Light
Hardiness Zones: 7 to 9

NINETY-NINER
Hybrid Tea

cv. ‘WEKwilwin’

Double, high-centered, cupped flowers have mildly fragrant, velvety red petals with a contrasting, ivory-yellow reverse. Flowers are borne on long, sturdy stems ideal for cut flower arrangements. Repeat blooms throughout the season. A vigorous grower with a bushy, slightly rounded growth habit.

Height/Habit: 3-4'; upright, bushy
Bloom/Petals: 3-4”; double, high-centered; 26-35
Foliage: Deep green
Fragrance: Mild
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 9

O.L. WEEKS
Hybrid Tea

Master rose breeder O.L. Weeks thought this rose was one of his best. The dark red blooms are presented on long stems, making this rose perfect for the garden or a bouquet.

Height/Habit: 5-6'
Bloom/Petals: Large; 35-40
Foliage: Medium green, semi-glossy
Fragrance: Light
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 9

OKLAHOMA
Hybrid Tea

The dark black-red color and heavy fragrance of Oklahoma have made it a perennial favorite and have won its place as the state flower of Oklahoma.

Height/Habit: Medium; Bushy, vigorous,
Bloom/Petals: 4-5.5” high-centered; 40-45 reflexed
Foliage: Dark, matte, leathery
Fragrance: Intense rose
Hardiness Zones: 5 to 10
OLYMPIAD
Hybrid Tea
cv. ‘MACauck’
A tough competitor, this Portland gold medal winner made a stunning debut as the official flower of the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics. Large well-formed blooms that maintain their true-red color through the very long life of the flower. Ideal for cutting.
Height/Habit: Medium-tall; Upright, bushy, vigorous
Bloom/Petals: 4.5-5” high-centered; 30-35 reflexed
Foliage: Grey-green, matte
Fragrance: Light fruity
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 9

OPENING NIGHT™
Hybrid Tea
cv. ‘JAColber’
A brilliant performance of clear crimson buds and velvety red blooms that glitter in the sun and finish an alluring deep pink. The blooms are heat tolerant, so this show runs all summer long.
Height/Habit: 4-5'; upright, slightly spreading
Bloom/Petals: 5-5.5” high-centered; 25-30 reflexed
Foliage: Large, dark, semi-glossy
Fragrance: Mild fruity
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 9

OREGOLD
Hybrid Tea
cv. ‘TANolg’
Magnificent vibrant lemon yellow blooms and a delicate fruity fragrance. Performs best in warmer climates.
Height/Habit: 3-5’ h x 4’ w; Upright, bushy, vigorous
Bloom/Petals: 6” high-centered; 30-35 reflexed
Foliage: Large, dark, glossy
Fragrance: Light fruity
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 10

PARADISE
Hybrid Tea
cv. ‘WEZip’
If your idea of paradise is a garden or room filled with roses that have graceful long buds, classically formed blooms shaded silvery lavender with ruby red edges, and a lovely distinctive fragrance, then this rose is for you. Heat darkens the color.
Height/Habit: Upright
Bloom/Petals: 3.5-4.5” high-centered; 25-30 reflexed
Foliage: Dark, glossy
Fragrance: Moderate fruity
Hardiness Zones: 5 to 10

PASCALI
Hybrid Tea
cv. ‘LENip’
Causing something of a sensation when it was introduced, and elevated to the WFRS Hall of Fame in 1991, Pascali sets the standard for white hybrid tea roses. With the exception of the perfect touch of cream in the center, the blooms are pure snow white.
Height/Habit: Tall, Bushy, vigorous
Bloom/Petals: Large high-centered; 30 reflexed
Foliage: Large, dark
Fragrance: Light
Hardiness Zones: 7 to 11

PEACE
Hybrid Tea
Elected to WFRS Hall of Fame in 1976, this iconic rose has mellow creamy yellow blooms that flush pink and elegant long stems.
Height/Habit: Medium; Bushy, very vigorous
Bloom/Petals: 6” cupped; 40-45 reflexed
Foliage: Very dark, glossy, leathery
Fragrance: Light fruity
Hardiness Zones: 4 to 3
**Peach Swirl**

Hybrid Tea
cv. 'TEXpeaswi'

Almost edible, the yummy swirls of peach, apricot and yellow stripes are a tasty treat for all to relish whether in the garden or in a vase. The intense combination of fruit and spice makes your nose want to come back for seconds.

- **Height/Habit:** 5-6'; upright
- **Bloom/Petals:** Medium; full 26-40
- **Foliage:** Medium glossy green
- **Fragrance:** Intensely fruity
- **Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9

**Perfume Delight**

Hybrid Tea

The large rose-pink blooms have a rich sweet fragrance, and the stems are long and strong, which makes this rose delightful in a garden or in a vase.

- **Height/Habit:** Medium-tall; Upright, bushy, vigorous
- **Bloom/Petals:** Large cupped; 25-30 plain
- **Foliage:** Large, leathery
- **Fragrance:** Intense
- **Hardiness Zones:** 7 to 9

**Phyllis Diller**

Grandiflora
cv. 'WEKjojojap'

This grandiflora rose has strong yellow blooms as bold and bright as its namesake! Phyllis Diller is a golden beauty with a moderate fragrance. Great for cutting.

- **Height/Habit:** 3-4.5'; medium, bushy
- **Bloom/Petals:** 4.5-5", double; 17-25 reflexed
- **Foliage:** Large, glossy, dark green
- **Fragrance:** Moderate
- **Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9

**Pink Peace**

Hybrid Tea
cv. 'MEIbil'

A half-century after its introduction, this rose remains popular. What gives a rose such staying power? It must be the harmonious agreement of the magnificent deep pink blooms, the intense rose fragrance, and the elegant long stems.

- **Height/Habit:** Tall; Bushy, vigorous
- **Bloom/Petals:** 4.5-6" cupped; 50+ reflexed
- **Foliage:** Matte, leathery
- **Fragrance:** Intense rose
- **Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9

**Pope John Paul II**

Hybrid Tea

PP#19107

One of the most fragrant white roses ever. Beautiful, large, pure white blooms that can grace the table or the garden. Disease resistance and dark green foliage are other pluses for this top rated Hybrid Tea.

- **Height/Habit:** Tall; Upright, bushy
- **Bloom/Petals:** Large, double
- **Foliage:** Medium, dark green
- **Fragrance:** Strong citrus
- **Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 9

**Proud Land**

Hybrid Tea

The pleasing sweet fragrance, the satisfying deep red color, and the stately long stems make this rose a truly striking and highly gratifying addition to the garden. Good in most climates.

- **Height/Habit:** Medium; Upright, vigorous
- **Bloom/Petals:** Large high-centered; 60 reflexed
- **Foliage:** Dark, leathery
- **Fragrance:** Moderate
- **Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9
**QUEEN ELIZABETH**

Elected to the WFRS Hall of Fame in 1978, and declared the world’s best rose in 1980, Queen Elizabeth has an imperial quality. It crowns its strong stems with commanding clusters of long high-centered buds and exquisite down-pink blooms.

- **Height/Habit:** Tall; Upright, bushy, very vigorous
- **Bloom/Petals:** 3.5-4” cupped; 38 plain
- **Foliage:** Dark, glossy, leathery
- **Fragrance:** Moderate
- **Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 9

**RED MASTERPIECE**

A work of art, this beautiful hybrid tea exhibits elegant long stems and big plump buds that unfurl into extra large—sometimes reaching 8 inches—velvety dark red blooms, and its rich fragrance will waft through a garden or fill a room.

- **Height/Habit:** Medium; Upright, vigorous
- **Bloom/Petals:** Large high-centered; 45-50 reflexed
- **Foliage:** Large, dark, leathery
- **Fragrance:** Intense
- **Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9

**RING OF FIRE™**

This bushy plant is a bouquet making machine, giving armloads of flowers with each bloom cycle. Features big, round petals that slowly swirl open to unveil classic blue-ribbon winning form with deep colors of orange, coral and ginger beautifully displayed on a long sturdy stem.

- **Height/Habit:** 6’ h x 3’ w
- **Bloom/Petals:** Medium; full 26-40
- **Foliage:** Lush, deep green
- **Fragrance:** Mild
- **Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9

**RIO SAMBA™**

It’s like celebrating Carnival in your backyard. Rio Samba’s exhibition-form blooms, borne singly and in small clusters, are costumed in a harmonious blend of sunny hues—hot yellow edged in fiery orange. A long-lasting cut flower.

- **Height/Habit:** 4-5'; upright, bushy
- **Bloom/Petals:** 5’ high-centered; 25-30
- **Foliage:** Medium green, matte
- **Fragrance:** Light & fresh
- **Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9

**SCENTUOUS™**

One of the best scented garden roses you will put your nose to. Scentuous™ is a bushy rose that forms a nice compact habit, with large cup shaped flowers.

- **Height/Habit:** 4-5'; bushy
- **Bloom/Petals:** 3-4”; fully double, cupped; 40+
- **Foliage:** Medium green
- **Fragrance:** Strong honey
- **Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 9

**SHIRLEY’S BOUQUET™**

Named in honor of Shirley Staples, the face of Certified® Roses for over 50 years, this fragrant Hybrid Tea reflects the best qualities of a white rose. Pure white blossoms shine above an abundance of clean deep-green leaves. Makes an elegant statement in any vase.

- **Height/Habit:** 3-4’
- **Bloom/Petals:** Large, 5” diameter
- **Foliage:** Dark green, semi-glossy
- **Fragrance:** Intense sweet rose
- **Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 9
**SHREVEPORT**
cv. ‘KORpesh’
This 1982 AARS winner has ovoid buds, borne in clusters of 1 to 3, that open to very full blooms saturated in orange, salmon pink, and coral. Excellent cut rose.

**Height/Habit:** 4-6’ h x 3-4’ w; Upright, vigorous

**Bloom/Petals:** 3.5-4.5” high-centered; 50 reflexed

**Foliage:** Dark olive-green

**Fragrance:** Light tea

**Hardiness Zones:** 7 to 9

---

**ST PATRICK**
cv. ‘WEKamanda’
Ok, so maybe it can’t perform miracles, but it does have a pretty nifty trick: It turns green. That’s right. This novel, heat-lovin’ variety’s golden yellow blooms, which slowly spiral open from chartreuse buds, take on a lovely green hue as the temperature rises.

**Height/Habit:** 3-4’ h; Rounded to upright, bushy

**Bloom/Petals:** 5” high-centered; 30-35 reflexed

**Foliage:** Large, grey-green, matte

**Fragrance:** Light

**Hardiness Zones:** 7 to 10

---

**SUNDOWNER**
cv. ‘MACcheup’
Like a magnificent summer sunset, Sundowner flaunts colors of warm gold and apricot-orange with touches of salmon. The large exhibition-form blooms are borne singly and in large clusters.

**Height/Habit:** 4-5’; upright

**Bloom/Petals:** 4” high-centered; 35 reflexed

**Foliage:** Large, leathery

**Fragrance:** Intense fruity

**Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 10

---

**TIFFANY**

Think Audrey Hepburn—elegant, refined, enduring. One of the most popular of the pink non-patented roses, Tiffany maintains a lovely symmetry of form, and the cool pink blooms, shaded with a golden glow at the heart, are very fragrant. The color is best in warm climates.

**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall; Upright, vigorous

**Bloom/Petals:** 4-5” high-centered; 25-30 reflexed

**Foliage:** Dark, semi-glossy, leathery

**Fragrance:** Intense fruity

**Hardiness Zones:** 7 to 9

---

**TOUCH OF CLASS**
cv. ‘KRIcarlo’
One of the top-rated exhibition roses of all time. The large beautifully formed flowers slowly spiral open in distinctive swirls of blended cream and pink to finish warm coral. Excellent for cutting.

**Height/Habit:** Tall; Upright, bushy

**Bloom/Petals:** 4.5-5.5” high-centered; 33-35 reflexed

**Foliage:** Large, dark, semi-glossy

**Fragrance:** Light tea

**Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9

---

**TROPICANA**
cv. ‘TANorstar’
The 1963 Rose of the Year, and still popular worldwide, Tropicana adds sizzle to the garden or a bouquet with fiery coral-orange blooms and a luscious fruity fragrance. Disease resistant.

**Height/Habit:** Medium; Upright, vigorous

**Bloom/Petals:** 5” high-centered; 33 reflexed

**Foliage:** Dark, glossy, leathery

**Fragrance:** Intense fruity

**Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9
**WAIHEKE**
cv. 'MACwaihe'
This show-off supports loads of sultry blooms, borne in sprays of 5-9, with ruffled petals tinted in shades of tropical coral-pink with dark pink edges and a pale reverse.

**Height/Habit:** Upright, bushy  
**Bloom/Petals:** 2” high-centered; 30 reflexed  
**Foliation:** Medium, dark, glossy  
**Fragrance:** Light spice  
**Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 10

---

**WHITE MAGIC**

The extra big blooms are flouncy and fun, but the brilliant white color is truly spellbinding. The long-lasting cut flowers are excellent for arrangements.

**Height/Habit:** 4’-5”  
**Bloom/Petals:** Extra large; 25-30  
**Foliation:** Dark green, semi-glossy  
**Fragrance:** Light  
**Hardiness Zones:** 7 to 10
Floribunda roses are colorful hardy hybrids.

Developed from crossing hybrid teas with polyanthas, this hybrid creates colorful beauties that bloom with profusion. Typical floribundas feature stiff shrubs. They are smaller and bushier than hybrid teas, but less dense and sprawling than polyanthas. Floribundas bloom in all hybrid tea colors and with classic shaped blossoms, in a cluster-flowering habit. Large plant beds are perfect for showing them off!

**ALFRED SISLEY™ cv. ‘DELstrijor’**

Part of the popular Striped Roses Collection created by Georges Delbard. Blooms striped with orange, pink, cream and yellow are borne throughout the season in clusters set off by the dark, glossy foliage.

**Height/Habit:** 3-4'; compact
**Bloom/Petals:** 25 to 30 petals
**Foliage:** Lush, glossy green
**Fragrance:** Moderate
**Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 9

**ANGEL FACE**

A highly popular rose in the USA for 40 years. The divine deep mauve-lavender, ruby flushed blooms are prettily ruffled and powerfully perfumed.

**Height/Habit:** Up to 3'; Low, bushy
**Bloom/Petals:** 3.5-4” cupped; 25-30 ruffled
**Foliage:** Dark, glossy, leathery
**Fragrance:** Intense lemon
**Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 9
**BEE HEAVEN™**  
*Floribunda* cv. ‘FRYello’ PPAF  
Sunny, ruffled yellow blooms with copious amounts of pollen really do make this rose Bee Heaven™! Continues to flower throughout the season, delighting humans and insects alike.  
**Height/Habit:** 4’ h x 2.5’ w; compact, rounded  
**Bloom/Petals:** Ruffled large; 30-35  
**Foliage:** Medium green  
**Fragrance:** Mild fruity  
**Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 9

---

**CAMILLE PISSARRO™**  
*Floribunda* cv. ‘DELstricol’  
An unusual striped variety, combining tones of red, yellow, pink and cream backed by lovely, dark green, healthy foliage. Compact habit suitable for middle garden border or for a patio container.  
**Height/Habit:** 3-4’; compact  
**Bloom/Petals:** 3-4”; double, clustered; 16-25  
**Foliage:** Medium, glossy  
**Fragrance:** Mild apple  
**Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9

---

**CHARisma**  
*Floribunda* cv. ‘JELroganor’  
Traffic stopping! Charisma puts on a dazzling display of clustered blooms in varying combinations of scarlet, orange, and golden yellow.  
**Height/Habit:** Upright, bushy, vigorous  
**Bloom/Petals:** 2-2.5” high-centered; 40-50 reflexed  
**Foliage:** Dark, glossy, leathery  
**Fragrance:** Light fruity  
**Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9

---

**DANCING IN THE DARK™**  
*Floribunda* cv. ‘DELchifrou’  
A beautiful modern shrub rose which looks sure to be a hit with rose lovers. Stunning blooms of intense deep red developing to almost black. Blooms in flushes throughout the summer. Healthy matte green foliage and bushy upright growth.  
**Height/Habit:** 3-4’, upright  
**Bloom/Petals:** Pointed and elegant; approx. 20-25 petals  
**Foliage:** Dark green  
**Fragrance:** Mild  
**Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 9

---

**EBB TIDE™**  
*Floribunda* cv. ‘WEKsmopur’ PP#18,850  
This is an intriguing rose whose allure will not ebb. The mysterious dusky deep plum purple color and the strong spicy clove fragrance will grab your attention and never let go.  
**Height/Habit:** Medium; Upright, bushy  
**Bloom/Petals:** Medium old-fashioned; Over 35  
**Foliage:** Deep green, semi-glossy  
**Fragrance:** Strong spicy clove  
**Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9

---

**EUROPEANA**  
*Floribunda*  
This international award winner set the standard for judging floribundas and has maintained its popularity ever since its introduction. A prolific bloomer, Europeana produces huge clusters of up to 30 velvety cardinal red rosettes.  
**Height/Habit:** Medium; Round; bushy  
**Bloom/Petals:** 3’; clusters, 25-30 petals  
**Foliage:** Bronze-green to dark green  
**Fragrance:** Light tea  
**Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9
**ICEBERG**

Floribunda

**cv. ‘KORbin’**

WFRS Hall of Fame 1983. A Kordes’ international best seller and one of the world’s most beloved roses. Iceberg is extremely disease resistant and prolific. It has long pointed buds and shapely pure white blooms borne in clusters of up to 15 per spray.

**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall; Bushy, rounded, vigorous

**Bloom/Petals:** 4” cupped; 20-25 reflexed

**Foliage:** Light green, glossy

**Fragrance:** Mild honey

**Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9

---

**INTRIGUE**

Floribunda

**cv. ‘JACum’**

This beguiling rose won the Fragrance Medal at Madrid for its distinctive lemony scent; but it also boasts unique wine-dark buds, exotic plum purple blooms, and elegant long stems, all of which makes this an exceptional rose.

**Height/Habit:** 3-4’; Upright, bushy

**Bloom/Petals:** 3” high-centered; 20 plain

**Foliage:** Dark, glossy

**Fragrance:** Intense lemon

**Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9

---

**JULIA CHILD**

Floribunda

**cv. ‘WEKvossutono’ PP#18,473**

You might expect a rose named after Julia Child to be somewhat unconventional, but not so with this floribunda. Unconventional? No. Extraordinary? Yes. Yummy butter-gold blooms that emit a sweet-smelling licorice aroma. Free flowering, hardy, and disease resistant.

**Height/Habit:** Medium; Bushy, very rounded

**Bloom/Petals:** Medium old fashioned; 35+

**Foliage:** Glossy

**Fragrance:** Strong licorice & spice

**Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9

---

**LE PETIT PRINCE™**

Floribunda

**cv. ‘DELgramau’**

Hues of purple have always been associated with royalty so clear silvery lavender could be considered princely but the plant is anything but petite. Vigorous, prolific and bushy with loads of shapely subtle blossoms.

**Height/Habit:** 4-5’; Rounded, bushy

**Bloom/Petals:** 4” formal; About 25

**Foliage:** Medium green, semi-glossy

**Fragrance:** Intense citrus

**Hardiness Zones:** 7 to 9

---

**LIVIN’ EASY®**

Floribunda

**cv. ‘HARwelcome’**

If you’re into hammocks, ice cold drinks and stopping to “smell the roses” in life, this rose is for you. Its frilly orange-apricot blooms will have you enjoying the view, but its black spot resistance will have you livin’ easy. Excellent for the landscape and mass plantings. Does well in all climates.

**Height/Habit:** Medium; Rounded

**Bloom/Petals:** 4-4.5”; 25-30 frilly

**Foliage:** Medium size, medium green, semi-glossy

**Fragrance:** Moderate sweet & citrus

**Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9

---

**MARC CHAGALL™**

Floribunda

**cv. ‘DELstrojacre’**

A spectacular rose with large, delicately clustered flowers, with harmonious striations and various shades of pink, delicately mixed with pale yellow. The light green of the very attractive vegetation makes a colorful contrast to the brightness and warmth of its flowers. Mild fragrance and strong disease resistance.

**Height/Habit:** 2-3’; upright, bushy

**Bloom/Petals:** 3-4”; fully double, approx. 30

**Foliage:** Light green

**Fragrance:** Slightly fruity

**Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9
MOONLIGHT IN PARIS™
cv. ‘DELanac’
Warm pastel tones of peach and pink open into shades of cream white. Large clusters of medium size double flowers put on a great show. Strong disease resistance, deep glossy green leaves and strong vigor.

Height/Habit: 3-4'; upright
Bloom/Petals: Large, 5” diameter
Foliage: Dark glossy green
Fragrance: Intense rose and fruit
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 9

SCENTIMENTAL™
cv. ‘WEKplapep’
The old-fashioned form and fragrance may evoke nostalgic feelings, but the clean foliage and continuous and copious burgundy red and creamy white blooms of this—first time ever—striped AARS winner will convince you that this is a thoroughly modern rose.

Height/Habit: 3-4'; rounded, compact
Bloom/Petals: 4-4.5” high-centered; 25-30 reflexed
Foliage: Large, quilted, medium green, matte
Fragrance: Intense sweet spice
Hardiness Zones: 4 to 9

SOL DESIRE™
cv. ‘TEXsolde’ PPAF
Ruffled intensely yellow flowers arrive in colorful clusters set against the rich Kelly-green foliage. Natural disease resistance and compact rounded habit translate to a great garden addition when you want a pop of color.

Height/Habit: 3-4'
Bloom/Petals: Medium; double 17-25; Yellow
Foliage: Bright Kelly green
Fragrance: Slight
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 9

ST TROPEZ™
cv. ‘ORAsyda’
What a color! The scrumptiously luscious almost-edible apricot-orange blossoms redolent with the perfume of sweet anise can easily conjure up dreams of a cool tropical cocktail and warm sandy beaches. Its attractive rounded habit is clothed with an abundance of glossy green clean leaves.

Height/Habit: 3-4”; upright, bushy
Bloom/Petals: 5”; double, ruffled
Foliage: Medium green & glossy
Fragrance: Intense licorice candy
Hardiness Zones: 5 to 9

SUNS PRITE™
cv. ‘KORresia’
This extremely disease resistant and prolific beauty is one of the world's top garden roses. The bush abounds in deep yellow blooms that are super fragrant, long lasting, and reluctant to fade. Makes a cheery cut arrangement or a colorful low hedge.

Height/Habit: 3-4’ h x 4’ w; Upright
Bloom/Petals: 3” flat; 25-30 reflexed
Foliage: Light green
Fragrance: Intense
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 9

WHITE LIES™
cv. ‘Pot3’
There are some roses whose subtle beauty calmly bask in the sun of your garden. And then, there are some roses that truly stand out in the landscape. True to its name, White Lies opens as a bright white - then watch as its medium-large double flowers quickly blush to an intense red, finishing all maroon. The bushy rounded plant is a blooming machine with a blinding color combo that's set against glossy green leaves.

Height/Habit: 4-5’ h; bushy, rounded
Bloom/Petals: 3.5” Fully Double, in clusters; 18-20
Foliage: Dark green
Fragrance: Light
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 9
Easy-growing plants that thrive.

**LANDSCAPE SHRUBS**

**Landscape roses**
are easy to grow and make fantastic ground covers.

They work well to form hedges or screening in the landscape with minimal maintenance. Pair these varieties with other plants and their deep green foliage creates a wonderful backdrop in the garden!

**APRICOT DRIFT® ROSE**
cv. ‘Meimirrote’ PP#23,354
Small apricot cluster-flowered cupped bloom form. Prolific continuous bloom throughout the season.

- **Height/Habit:** Short bushy spreading
- **Bloom/Petals:** 2.25" Medium full; 41+
- **Foliage:** Glossy dark green
- **Fragrance:** None
- **Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 10

**Coral Miracle™**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BELINDA’S DREAM</strong></th>
<th><strong>CAREFREE SUNSHINE</strong></th>
<th><strong>CORAL DRIFT ROSE</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Floribunda Shrub</strong></td>
<td>cv. ‘RADsun’</td>
<td>Shrub cv. ‘Meidrifora’ PP#19,148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, it isn’t a dream. This variety really does combine the form of a hybrid tea with the free-flowering habit of a floribunda and the hardiness and vigor of a shrub - all in one bush! Large, medium pink blooms are borne in small clusters and emit a scrumptious raspberry fragrance. Very disease resistant.</td>
<td>These abundant precious brilliant yellow blooms show off their vivid orange stamens and don’t fade in the heat. Use as a hedge, a foundation plant, or in a mixed planting.</td>
<td>Bright coral-orange blooms cover this small mounding shrub from mid-spring to mid-fall. Coral Drift has vibrant flowers that catch your eye from anywhere. Mix and match with similar or contrasting colors to really wow. Fully winter hardy and disease resistant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Height/Habit:</strong> 5’ h x 4’ w; Bushy</td>
<td><strong>Height/Habit:</strong> 3-4’ h x 3-4’ w; Compact, mounding</td>
<td><strong>Height/Habit:</strong> 1.5’ h x 2.5’ w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bloom/Petals:</strong> 3.25-4.25” cupped; 40+ reflexed</td>
<td><strong>Foliage:</strong> Medium green, satin</td>
<td><strong>Bloom/Petals:</strong> 1.5”, clusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foliage:</strong> Medium green, matte</td>
<td><strong>Fragrance:</strong> Light spice</td>
<td><strong>Foliage:</strong> Medium green, matte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hardiness Zones:</strong> 4 to 9</td>
<td><strong>Hardiness Zones:</strong> 5 to 9</td>
<td><strong>Hardiness Zones:</strong> 5 to 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CORAL KNOCK OUT ROSE</strong></th>
<th><strong>CORAL MIRACLE</strong></th>
<th><strong>DOUBLE KNOCK OUT ROSE</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shrub</strong> cv. ‘RADral’ PP#19,803</td>
<td><strong>Shrub</strong> cv. ‘RIPIfirst’ PPAF</td>
<td><strong>Shrub</strong> cv. ‘RADtko’ PP#16,202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A continuously blooming compact and easy to grow bush with bright orange flowers that fade to coral. Disease resistant, drought tolerant, and self-cleaning!</td>
<td>Salmon pink double blossoms are the cat’s meow on this coral-colored cousin to the shrub rose star, Miracle on the Hudson. The bushy rounded plant is the perfect planting complement to its velvet-red cousin. An abundance of dark green leaves make the clusters of coral colors sing in the garden.</td>
<td>The double cherry red blooms have a more traditional form than the blooms of the original Knock Out. The bush has the same excellent black spot resistance as the original but is slightly more winter hardy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Height/Habit:</strong> 3-4’ h x 3-4’ w; Bushy, rounded</td>
<td><strong>Height/Habit:</strong> 3-4’ h</td>
<td><strong>Height/Habit:</strong> 3-4’ h x 3-4’ w; Bushy, rounded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bloom/Petals:</strong> Medium, 15-18</td>
<td><strong>Bloom/Petals:</strong> 3.5” Fully Double, in clusters; 18-20</td>
<td><strong>Bloom/Petals:</strong> 3.5” h x 3-4’ w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foliage:</strong> Matte, medium green</td>
<td><strong>Foliage:</strong> Deep purplish green</td>
<td><strong>Foliage:</strong> Medium-small; 15-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fragrance:</strong> None</td>
<td><strong>Fragrance:</strong> Slightly fruity</td>
<td><strong>Fragrance:</strong> None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hardiness Zones:</strong> 4 to 10</td>
<td><strong>Hardiness Zones:</strong> 5 to 9</td>
<td><strong>Hardiness Zones:</strong> 4 to 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**KNOCK OUT® ROSE**
Shrub
cv. ‘RADrazz’
A continuously blooming compact and easy to grow bush with bright cherry-red to hot-pink blooms. Disease resistant, drought tolerant, and self-cleaning.
**Height/Habit:** 3-4’ h x 3-4’ w; Bushy, rounded
**Bloom/Petals:** Medium-small; 15-20
**Foliage:** Dark mossy green
**Fragrance:** None
**Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9

---

**LEMON DRIFT® ROSE**
Shrub
cv. ‘MEIsentmil’ PP#20,635
Petite clusters of buttery to lemon-yellow blooms on a bushy, rounded and compact habit. Perfect as a low border, as groundcover or in patio containers. Versatile and easy to grow.
**Height/Habit:** 1.5-2.5’; compact
**Bloom/Petals:** 0.75”, clusters
**Foliage:** Medium green, glossy
**Fragrance:** None
**Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 10

---

**MIRACLE ON THE HUDSON®**
Shrub
cv. ‘LGHR1’
A large double-petaled version of Home Run with the same astounding red color and phenomenal black spot resistance and incredible powdery mildew resistance. Just plant it, and water it and watch it grow. Named after the heroic crew and passengers of Flight 1549, survivors of the emergency landing in the Hudson River in 2009.
**Height/Habit:** 3-4’; rounded, compact and bushy
**Bloom/Petals:** Up to 4” semi-double; in clusters
**Foliage:** Dark green with red new growth
**Fragrance:** Mild
**Hardiness Zones:** 3 to 9

---

**PEACH DRIFT® ROSE**
Shrub
cv. ‘MEIggili’ PP#18,542
One of the more floriferous dwarf shrubs available with soft peach blooms that cover the plant from mid-spring to the first freeze. Peach Drift works well in perennial gardens and has very strong disease resistance.
**Height/Habit:** Low groundcover
**Bloom/Petals:** 1”S, clusters
**Foliage:** Semi glossy, dark green
**Fragrance:** None
**Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 10

---

**PINK DOUBLE KNOCK OUT® ROSE**
Shrub
cv. ‘RADtkopink’ PP#18,507
A bright bubblegum-pink version of Double Knock Out. The bush blooms continuously from early spring to the first frost, and it is disease resistant and drought and heat tolerant.
**Height/Habit:** 3-4’ h x 3-4’ w; Bushy, rounded
**Bloom/Petals:** Medium-small; 15-20
**Foliage:** Dark mossy green
**Fragrance:** None
**Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9

---

**PINK MIRACLE™**
Shrub
cv. ‘LGHR2’ PPAF
Welcome to the flowerful pink-toned partner of the marvelous Miracle on the Hudson. Deep glossy green leaves provide the perfect background for vibrant hot pink semi-double blooms. Like its partner, the plant is bushy, full & beautiful, worthy of any landscape.
**Height/Habit:** 3-4’
**Bloom/Petals:** 3-4” Semi Double, in clusters; 12-14
**Foliage:** Dark green
**Fragrance:** Mild
**Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9
**POPCORN DRIFT ROSE**
cv. ‘Novarospop’ PP#24,773

Blooms in flushes throughout the season. Small ovoid buds. Great ground cover.

- **Height/Habit:** Bushy rounded
- **Bloom/Petals:** 2" Medium double; 17-25
- **Foliage:** Glossy dark green
- **Fragrance:** None
- **Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 10

---

**RED DRIFT ROSE**
cv. ‘MEIGalpio’ PP#17,877

The most petite flower in the Drift Collection with strong flower power and excellent disease resistance. With a mature height of 1.5' this small mounding plant is great for borders and draping over walls.

- **Height/Habit:** 1-2'; compact
- **Bloom/Petals:** 1.5", clusters
- **Foliage:** Medium green, glossy
- **Fragrance:** None
- **Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 10

---

**SUNNY KNOCK OUT ROSE**
cv. ‘RADsunny’ PP#18,562

A continuously blooming compact and easy to grow bush with bright yellow blooms that fade quickly to pastel cream. The color is more intense during cooler parts of the year. Disease resistant.

- **Height/Habit:** 3-4’ h x 3-4’ w; Bushy
- **Bloom/Petals:** Medium; 5-7
- **Foliage:** Dark, semi-gloss
- **Fragrance:** Moderate
- **Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9

---

**SWEET DRIFT ROSE**
cv. ‘Meiswetdom’ PP#21,612

Clusters of clear pink double flowers produce an abundant, continuous display throughout the season. Vigorous, exceptionally disease resistant glossy foliage means easy care. A superb choice for the front of a border, along paths or spilling over rockery.

- **Height/Habit:** Small very full
- **Bloom/Petals:** .75", clusters; 41+
- **Foliage:** Glossy dark green
- **Fragrance:** None
- **Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 10

---

**WHITE DRIFT ROSE**
cv. ‘MEIzorland’ PPAF

Beautifully bright white, double flowers resemble perfect miniature rose blooms. Compact, bushy habit lends itself to versatility in the garden. Nice as a groundcover, low border, specimen in containers or hanging baskets.

- **Height/Habit:** 1.5-2.5'; compact
- **Bloom/Petals:** 1.5", double
- **Foliage:** Medium green, glossy
- **Fragrance:** None
- **Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 10

---

**WHITE KNOCK OUT ROSE**
cv. ‘RADwhite’ PP#20,273

A continuously blooming compact and easy to grow bush with cream-colored buds that open to reveal pure white blooms. Disease resistant, drought tolerant, and self-cleaning!

- **Height/Habit:** 3-4’ h x 3-4’ w; Bushy, rounded
- **Bloom/Petals:** Medium; single 4-8
- **Foliage:** Matte, dark green
- **Fragrance:** Very light
- **Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 10
Climbing roses make a stunning addition to the garden.

They are perfect on trellises, walls, pillars and over arbors. These exceptional roses are repeat bloomers and vigorous climbers that can reach up to 10 feet in height. Each climbing variety brings a sense of drama to the landscape while filling the air with unforgettable fragrance.

Beautifully versatile and unique varieties of climbing roses.

One of the few climbers to achieve AARS award-winning status, this unusually vigorous rose produces large coral pink blooms, full of overlapping petals, that have an intense spicy scent. Borne singly and in small clusters on old and new wood.

**Height/Habit:** 8-10’
**Bloom/Petals:** 4-5” cupped; 30-35 reflexed
**Foliage:** Dark
**Fragrance:** Intense spice
**Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9
**CL. BLAZE**

An extremely popular climber in America, maybe because it is happy anywhere it is planted. Its short ovoid buds open to extravagant blooms that are neatly cupped and cheerfully shaded brilliant fiery red. Blooms in large clusters on old and new wood.

- **Height/Habit:** 8-10’
- **Bloom/Petals:** 2-3” cupped; 20-25 plain
- **Foliage:** Medium green
- **Fragrance:** Light
- **Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 9

---

**CL. DON JUAN**

Longings sublime, and aspirations high, this handsome and ambitious climber’s ruffled and romantic dark red blossoms and seductive fragrance would have impressed Lord Byron himself. So popular, it appears to please everyone!

- **Height/Habit:** 6-10’
- **Bloom/Petals:** 5” cupped; 30-35 reflexed
- **Foliage:** Dark, glossy, leathery
- **Fragrance:** Intense
- **Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9

---

**CL. FLORENTINA™**

cv. ‘KORtrameilo’ PP#24,196

A very robust and winter-hardy climber with nostalgic red flowers that bloom throughout the season. Foliage is disease resistant dark and glossy.

- **Height/Habit:** 7' h x 3' w
- **Bloom/Petals:** Medium; semi-double 9-16; Red
- **Foliage:** Dark green, glossy
- **Fragrance:** None
- **Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9
**CL. GOLDEN SHOWERS** Large-flowered Climber
Much beloved for 50 years, this cheerful climber boasts elegant long buds; loose, ruffled daffodil-yellow blooms with maroon stamens; and a sweet honey fragrance. Blooms on old and new wood.

**Height/Habit:** 6-10’
**Bloom/Petals:** 4-4.5” cupped; 25-28 plain
**Foliage:** Medium, bright green, glossy
**Fragrance:** Moderate sweet
**Hardiness Zones:** 3 to 10

---

**CL. GOOD DAY SUNSHINE™**

**cv. ‘TEXrisu’ PPAF**
Big clusters of ruffled flowers saturated with the purest of deep yellow color and the yellow tones hold well through the life of the flower with virtually no fade.

**Height/Habit:** Climbing canes of 8 to 10’
**Bloom/Petals:** Ruffled, in large clusters
**Foliage:** Glossy, deep green
**Fragrance:** Mild fruity
**Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9

---

**CL. KISS ME KATE®**

**cv. ‘KORnagelio’ PP#30,810**
Full, double and highly fragrant medium pink blooms appear in flushes throughout the season on a vigorous climbing habit. Great on arbors or trellises. Also makes a nice cut flower.

**Height/Habit:** Climbing canes up to 10’
**Bloom/Petals:** Medium; full 40+
**Foliage:** Dark green
**Fragrance:** Strong fruity
**Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 10
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CL. Lavender Crush™

Climber

cv. ‘TEXmourn’

This shrub rose features lavender tones blended with a reverse of creamy white. Clusters of full old-fashioned flowers bow down on graceful arching stems that invite you to take in the intense citrus blossom and rose aroma.

Height/Habit: Climbing canes of 8-10’
Bloom/Petals: Medium; very full 40+; Old fashioned
Foliage: Rich gray-green
Fragrance: Strong
Hardiness Zones: 5 to 9

CL. New Year

Large-flowered Climber

cv. ‘BUYear’

This sport of New Year shares all the attributes of its parent—dense, bushy growth, excellent disease resistance, and almost thornless canes—but its long trusses offer even more festive clusters of blended Spanish orange and golden yellow blooms.

Height/Habit: 8-10’; upright
Bloom/Petals: Medium high-centered; 6-14 reflexed
Foliage: Large, dark green, glossy
Fragrance: Mild
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 9

CL. Perfume Breeze™

Climber

cv. ‘BARise’

This delightfully showy climber displays abundant, bundled clusters of small, double flowers in shades of soft pink to near white. The intense fragrance of the flowers can be carried on the slightest breeze to fill the garden, patio, or entryway. Gently arching stems hold the multitude of flower clusters for an almost wisteria-like effect.

Height/Habit: 6-8’; upright
Bloom/Petals: 1-2”; double, clustered, in bundles; 17-25
Foliage: Medium green
Fragrance: Strong
Hardiness Zones: 5 to 9
CLIMBING ROSES

**CL. PIÑATA**
This bush can be grown as a climber or a rambler, but either way, it’s a stunning show of high-centered, exhibition-form blooms with petals of citrus yellow that are gradually overlaid with vermillion and turn scarlet with age. A good repeat bloomer.

- **Height/Habit:** 8-10’
- **Bloom/Petals:** 3” cupped; 25-30
- **Foliage:** Medium green, glossy
- **Fragrance:** Light
- **Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 10

**CL. QUICKSILVER™**
cv. ‘KORpucoblu’ PP#27,883
Very double romantic lavender flowers and very dark green healthy foliage. This climber works well on smaller arbors and on 5 to 6 foot fences.

- **Height/Habit:** 7’ h x 4’ w
- **Bloom/Petals:** 3-4” medium; in clusters, very full 41+
- **Foliage:** Dark glossy green
- **Fragrance:** Light
- **Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 9

**CL. ROYAL GOLD**
Large-flowered Climber

This free-flowering climber produces deep golden yellow blooms, borne singly or in clusters of 3-7 that have a fruity fragrance and cutting length stems. Strong pillar rose.

- **Height/Habit:** 5-7’
- **Bloom/Petals:** 4-5” cupped; 30-35 reflexed
- **Foliage:** Large, dark, glossy
- **Fragrance:** Moderate fruity
- **Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9
CL. **SALLY HOLMES**

Climber

A classic favorite, this unique rose blooms in hydrangea-like clusters. The prettily pointed buff-apricot buds open to pure white flowers that show off golden stamens and blush as they mature. The plant is very free flowering and disease resistant. Blooms on new wood.

**Height/Habit:** 8-10’, bushy and vigorous  
**Bloom/Petals:** 3.5-4” open; 5-8 plain  
**Foliage:** Dark, glossy  
**Fragrance:** Light  
**Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9

---

CL. **TANGERINE SKIES™**  

**Cv. ‘KORTangenu’ PP#30,588**

Brilliant, bright orange blooms appear in flushes throughout the season on a moderate climbing habit. Great in large containers with trellis or obelisk, also good for arbors.

**Height/Habit:** Climbing canes up to 8’  
**Bloom/Petals:** Medium; double 17-25  
**Foliage:** Dark green, glossy  
**Fragrance:** Strong  
**Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 10

---

CL. **ZÉPHIRINE DROUHIN**

Semi Climber

A classic beauty with semi-double, dusty pink blooms, this rose continues to stand the test of time. Introduced in 1868, the Zéphirine Drouhin climbing rose still delivers in terms of color, fragrance, performance and length of bloom season.

**Height/Habit:** 8-10’  
**Bloom/Petals:** 3” open; 25-30 reflexed  
**Foliage:** Soft, light  
**Fragrance:** Strong damask  
**Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 9
Patio roses are compact rose bushes perfect for growing in containers or small spaces. They produce an abundance of colorful blooms throughout the growing season to liven up patios and balconies. Planting them in large pots or small garden beds will allow their compact growth habit to thrive.

**Patio Tree Angel Face**

A highly popular rose in the USA for 40 years. The divine deep mauve-lavender, ruby flushed blooms are prettily ruffled and powerfully perfumed.

**Height/Habit:** As trained
**Bloom/Petals:** 3.5-4” cupped; 25-30 ruffled
**Foliage:** Dark, glossy, leathery
**Fragrance:** Intense lemon
**Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 9

**Patio Tree Charisma**

Traffic stopping! Charisma puts on a dazzling display of clustered blooms in varying combinations of scarlet, orange, and golden yellow.

**Height/Habit:** As trained
**Bloom/Petals:** 2-2.5” high-centered; 40-50 reflexed
**Foliage:** Dark, glossy, leathery
**Fragrance:** Light fruity
**Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9

Coral Miracle™

Adds charm to patios and balconies.
**Patio Trees**

**Patio Tree Europeana**
This international award winner set the standard for judging floribundas and has maintained its popularity ever since its introduction. A prolific bloomer, Europeana produces huge clusters of up to 30 velvety cardinal red rosettes.

- **Height/Habit:** As trained
- **Bloom/Petals:** 3” clusters, 25-30 petals
- **Foliage:** Bronze-green to dark green
- **Fragrance:** Light tea
- **Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9

**Patio Tree Iceberg**
A Kordes® international best seller and one of the world’s most beloved roses, Iceberg is extremely disease resistant and prolific. It has long pointed buds and shapely pure white blooms borne in clusters of up to 15 per spray.

- **Height/Habit:** As trained
- **Bloom/Petals:** 4” cupped; 20-25 reflexed
- **Foliage:** Light green, glossy
- **Fragrance:** Mild honey
- **Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9

**Patio Tree Impatient**
A strong bush that produces saucer-like brick red blooms that have a hint of yellow at the petal bases and show off a golden ring of stamens.

- **Height/Habit:** As trained
- **Bloom/Petals:** 4” cupped; 20-25 plain
- **Foliage:** Medium size, light green, glossy
- **Fragrance:** Light
- **Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9

**Patio Tree Intrigue**
This beguiling rose won the Fragrance Medal at Madrid for its distinctive lemony scent; but it also boasts unique wine-dark buds, exotic plum purple blooms, and elegant long stems, all of which makes this an exceptional rose.

- **Height/Habit:** As trained
- **Bloom/Petals:** 3” high-centered; 20 plain
- **Foliage:** Dark, glossy
- **Fragrance:** Intense lemon
- **Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9

**Patio Tree Julia Child**
You might expect a rose named after Julia Child to be somewhat unconventional, but not so with this floribunda. Unconventional? No. Extraordinary? Yes. Yummy butter-gold blooms that emit a sweet-smelling licorice aroma. Free flowering, hardy, and disease resistant.

- **Height/Habit:** As trained
- **Bloom/Petals:** Medium old fashioned; 35+
- **Foliage:** Glossy
- **Fragrance:** Strong licorice & spice
- **Hardiness Zones:** 6 to 9

**Patio Tree Pink Double Knockout**
A bright bubblegum-pink version of Double Knock Out. The bush blooms continuously from early spring to the first frost, and it is disease resistant and drought and heat tolerant.

- **Height/Habit:** As trained
- **Bloom/Petals:** Medium-small; 15-20
- **Foliage:** Dark mossy green
- **Fragrance:** None
- **Hardiness Zones:** 4 to 9
PATIO TREE PLAYBOY

What a flirt! Did that rose just wink its golden yellow ‘eye’? This is an incredibly charming rose. Its bountiful blossoms are attractively colored flame orange with scarlet shading.

Height/Habit: As trained
Bloom/Petals: 3.5” open; 7-12 plain
Foliage: Dark, glossy
Fragrance: Light apple
Hardiness Zones: 4 to 9

PATIO TREE RED DOUBLE KNOCKOUT

The double cherry red blooms have a more traditional form than the blooms of the original Knock Out. The bush has the same excellent black spot resistance as the original but is slightly more winter hardy.

Height/Habit: As trained
Bloom/Petals: Medium-small; 15-20
Foliage: Deep purplish green
Fragrance: None
Hardiness Zones: 4 to 9

PATIO TREE REDGOLD

Flashy fire-hot color! Clusters of golden blooms edged in deep fire red are set ablaze against the mahogany and green foliage. Excellent landscape variety.

Height/Habit: As trained
Bloom/Petals: 4.5” high-centered; 25
Foliage: Dark mahogany & green, leathery
Fragrance: Light fruity
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 9

PATIO TREE SUN FLARE

A very popular landscape variety, this bright lemon yellow rose blooms generously, is non-fading, and adds a sunny complement to the garden. The blossoms have flat, wavy petals and are borne in clusters of 3-12 blooms. Disease resistant.

Height/Habit: As trained
Bloom/Petals: 3” flat; 21-30 reflexed
Foliage: Small, dark, glossy
Fragrance: Light fruity
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 9

PATIO TREE SUNSPRITE

This extremely disease resistant and prolific beauty is one of the world’s top garden roses. The bush abounds in deep yellow blooms that are super fragrant, long lasting, and reluctant to fade. Makes a cheery cut arrangement or a colorful low hedge.

Height/Habit: As trained
Bloom/Petals: 3” flat; 25-30 reflexed
Foliage: Light green
Fragrance: Intense
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 9

PATIO TREE TRUMPETER

Brilliant orange red blooms set off any garden. Hardy plant lets you sit back and enjoy the music. Good landscape plant.

Height/Habit: As trained
Bloom/Petals: Medium, full; 26-40
Foliage: Glossy, medium green
Fragrance: Mild
Hardiness Zones: 6 to 9
The W. Kordes’ Sohne breeding program is one of the largest in the world.

Before introducing a new rose, Kordes® carefully evaluates it for such qualities as color, size, form, vase life, productivity, disease resistance and fragrance.

Every year, using traditional hybridizing methods, the Kordes® staff creates approximately 1,200,000 new seeds from making crosses. The resulting seeds are harvested and planted for the initial evaluations and selection.

Earth Angel™ Parfuma®

Hybrid Tea

cv. ‘KORpauvio’ PP#23,495

Pink hybrid tea rose with strong fragrance and large blooms with a high-centered bud form. The top notes of citrus are present even when the bud is just opening. Fragrance features wonderful notes of fresh litchi and white peach.

Height/Habit: 4’ h x 3’ w; Upright, dense
Bloom/Petals: Large high-centered; 50+
Foliage: Medium, dark, matte
Fragrance: Citrus with classic rose scent
Hardiness Zones: 5 to 8
**EARTH ANGEL PARFUMA®**
Floribunda

Intensely beautiful peony-shaped blooms with a cream exterior and a warm pink center. Numerous flowers grown in trusses and repeat well. Well formed shrub with exceptional health and vigor.

- **Height/Habit:** 3 1/2' h x 2 1/2' w
- **Bloom/Petals:** Cupped peony style; full 40+; cream/pink
- **Foliage:** Glossy green
- **Fragrance:** Exceptional with citrus and raspberry scents
- **Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 9

**PLUM PERFECT SUNBELT®**
Floribunda

Numerous intensely plum-colored very double flowers are the characteristic of this rose. The foliage is a healthy, shiny medium green. Performs well in heat and humidity.

- **Height/Habit:** 2' h x 2.5-3' w; compact
- **Bloom/Petals:** Double cupped flower constant bloom
- **Foliage:** Medium green
- **Fragrance:** Light
- **Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 9

**SAVANNAH SUNBELT®**
Hybrid Tea

A very hardy and disease-resistant salmon hybrid tea rose. This compact bush produces fragrant, double blooms. Foliage is abundant and dark green. A rose that performs well in heat and high humidity. 2015 winner of Overall Best Rose, best hybrid tea rose and most fragrant rose at the Biltmore Rose Trial.

- **Height/Habit:** 4'h x 3' w; compact
- **Bloom/Petals:** 4" large; very full and double 120+
- **Foliage:** Glossy
- **Fragrance:** Very Strong
- **Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 9

**SOUTH AFRICA®**
Floribunda

cv. ‘KORberbeni’

The South Africa Sunbelt rose is a heavy bloomer with vibrant, sunny tones. Peachy yellow roses rebloom in late spring, summer, and fall. These lush blooms are heavily petaled and non-fading. Recipient of the Gold Standard award and Glasgow Gold Medal.

- **Height/Habit:** 4' h x 2' w; tree form
- **Bloom/Petals:** Large, cupped; 17-25 petals
- **Foliage:** Dark green, glossy
- **Fragrance:** Moderate
- **Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 9

**SUMMER ROMANCE PARFUMA®**
Floribunda

cv. ‘KORtekcho’ PP#25,993

This rose has an extraordinary top note which wakes the senses. Rose fragrance finishes with a light sweetness and classic perfume of rose bouquet.

- **Height/Habit:** 4' h x 3' w
- **Bloom/Petals:** Medium; very full 26-60; pink
- **Foliage:** Glossy green
- **Fragrance:** Exceptional with fragrance of citron and scents of elder flower
- **Hardiness Zones:** 5 to 9
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| Coral Drift® Rose | 29 | New Year | 18 | Sunsprite | 27 |
| Coral Knock Out® Rose | 29 | Ninety-Niner | 18 | Sweet Drift® Rose | 31 |
| Coral Miracle™ | 29 | O.L. Weeks | 18 | Tiffany | 22 |
| Dancing in the Dark™ | 25 | Oklahoma | 18 | Touch of Class | 22 |
| Della Reese™ | 12 | Olympiad | 19 | Tropicana | 22 |
| Dick Clark | 12 | Opening Night™ | 19 | True Friendship™ | 9 |
| Dolly Parton | 13 | Oregold | 19 | True Gratitude | 9 |
| Double Delight | 13 | Paradise | 19 | True Inspiration™ | 9 |
| Double Knock Out® Rose | 29 | Pascali | 19 | True Love™ | 8 |
| Dream Come True™ | 13 | Patio Tree Angel Face | 38 | True Passion™ | 9 |
| Earth Angel Perfuma® | 43 | Patio Tree Charisma | 38 | True Sincerity™ | 9 |
| Ebb Tide™ | 25 | Patio Tree Charisma | 38 | True Spirit | 9 |
| Euphoria™ | 13 | Patio Tree Charisma | 38 | Waiheke | 23 |
| Europeana | 25 | Patio Tree Europeana | 39 | White Drift® Rose | 31 |
| First Prize | 13 | Patio Tree Europeana | 39 | White Knock Out® Rose | 31 |
| Forever Yours™ | 13 | Patio Tree Europeana | 39 | White Lies™ | 27 |
| Fragrant Cloud | 14 | Patio Tree Europeana | 39 | White Magic | 23 |